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2) Surface symmetry



Last lecture: Fundamental aspects of surface science

Challenges in surface science

Why UHV?

Pumps (rotary pump, diffusion pump, ion pump, TSP pump)

Vacuum gauges (Pirani gauge, Penning Gauge and ion gauge)



Single crystal surfaces vs amorphous

Simple structure
High purity
Well defined
Measurable crystal dimension
Clear bonding geometry

A cubic crystal



2. Fundamental aspects of surface science
     Surface Miller index and surface symmetry

A cubic crystal
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Miller index of a surface is the
reciprocals of the fractional intercepts

x
Fractional intercepts: h*, k*, l*

h=1/h*   k=1/k*   l=1/l*

So, no ∞ or fractions, but all integers
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Unit cell of low index crystal surfaces
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A unit cell has to contain at least one atom.



A fcc crystal
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Type of bulk crystals: 14 bulk Bravais lattices

3D bulk possible crystal structures



Five Surface Bravais Lattice
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Symmetry operation
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Surface group theory

sh

Limited symmetry survived
Unit cell symmetry



2D 17 space group



In 3 dimensions
32 crystallographic point groups
230 space groups
14 Bravais lattices
7 crystal structures

In 2 dimensions
10 crystallographic point groups
no centre of symmetry, i
no improper rotations, Sn
rotations ⊥ to surface
mirror planes ⊥ to surface
17 space groups
no screw axes
glide planes ⊥ to surface

5 Bravais lattices
4 (5) crystal structures



Examples of Bravais lattices in 2D

Oblique:fcc{531}

Square – fcc{100} Rectangular primitive: fcc{110}

Rectangular centred:bcc{110}

Hexagonal- hcp{0001}



Surface geometry: truncated bulk

fcc{100}

fcc{110}

fcc{111} bcc{111}

bcc{100}

bcc{110} hcp{0001}

Surface geometry:
truncated bulk,
relaxation,
defects,
reconstruction,
super-structures



Surface relaxation and reconstruction

Surface

Side view
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d2

dbulk

Surface

Side view
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d1<dbulk<d2
a1=2abulk



Surface defects:

vacancy adatom step edgekinks



Surface adsorption sites:

4-fold hollow sites

2-fold bridge sites

Hollow sites

Short bridge sites

Long bridge sites

3-fold type A sites

3-fold type B sites

bridge sites

Atop site



Overlayer structures:

Commensurate vs incommensurate 

Superstructure:

Growth modes:

  Simply related            rational related            incommensurate

Frank-van der Merwe 
Stranski-Krastanov

Volmer-Weber

substrate: vectors a1 and a2
overlayer: vectors b1 and b2

b1=2a1,  b2=2a2 p(2x2)



Examples of adlayer super structures:

p(1x1) p(1x2) p(2x1) p(2x2) c(2x2)

(    )0 2
2 1

c(4x2)

A more general description of the
surface structure is the so-called
matrix notation.

b1=m11a1+m12a2

b2=m21a1+m22a2

a1 and a2 are the substrate unit cell vectors, b1 and b2 are overlayer unit cell vectors.

(   )m11 m12
m21 m22



In summary:

1.Surface crystal index, define crystal plane
2.Surface Bravais lattice
3.Surface symmetry, unit cell symmetry, 2D space group
4.Surface defects and sites
5.Surface relaxation
6.Superstuctures


